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Ask the Experts: Steve Johnson

Part 1

Defining the Data Barrier

Q:
Please submit any
questions or comments
to maintenance expert
Steve Johnson,
Operations Manager
for ToolingDocs LLC,
and owner of MoldTrax.
Steve has worked in
this industry for more
than 32 years.
E-mail Steve at
steve.johnson@
toolingdocs.com
or call (419) 281-0790.

SPE Injection Molding Division

We know our record keeping for molds is weak and
we are engaged in efforts to remedy this, but we are
having disagreements on how best to organize the
“data duties”. Who should be responsible for data
collection and utilization? This dilemma has frozen the
entire initiative. Help.

A:

The idea of improving mold performance and maintenance efficiency
through better documentation is an easy head-nod for anyone in the
molding business. Just like changing the oil in our cars, we know we
should but actually doing it on time is another matter. The distance
between rhetoric and practice continues to grow with some who
talk incessantly about the need to improve maintenance and mold reliability,
and then bicker over the burden of any changing job responsibilities. “Oh, you
want me to enter the data?” So it becomes easier to just do nothing while the
enthusiasm dissipates and maintenance stays the wavering course of reactive
fire fighting.
Surfing various maintenance web sites reveals articles that contain volumes
of information on implementing a CMMS system and how to improve maintenance efficiencies and asset reliability of everything from pumps to motors to
molds. They all carry the same theme, which basically goes like this:
No one performing maintenance in a reactionary culture today will ever see far
enough down the road to significantly reduce unscheduled downtime events,
control costs or improve asset performance and reliability without electronic
documentation. It also will be difficult to utilize technological advancements, or
to quickly resolve any new issues that may arise from doing so without accurate
and disciplined documentation habits.
But without a baseline of data to measure where you are, there can be no
hope of measuring the impact of processing, engineering and maintenance
initiatives on product, mold and employee improvement. Improving mold
performance and maintenance reliability is all about our ability to track mold
and part defects to provide targets and goals.
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This won’t magically happen. There will be no baseline of data established unless someone in the organization champions the idea and:
1. Establishes a maintenance system
2. Trains specific employees to navigate in it and holds them accountable for their part
3. Collects mold performance and maintenance data
4. Analyzes the data (ongoing) for trends, costs and to set goals and measure results
5. Utilizes the data to make smarter and more accurate daily mold repair decisions.

It’s Not My Job
As more companies adopt lean practices to increase their competitive advantage, employees sometimes
undergo job description changes that usually mean taking on different and more responsibility within the
organization. This can lead to spirited water cooler discussions over what someone else should be doing or
how this new task does or does not fit into their daily job functions.
If the new task is not a mandate from the corner office, and if the added burden of the task has seemingly no
quick payoff for the employee charged with its implementation or data responsibilities, any initial enthusiasm
will fizzle out within a couple of months.
The idea of data collection and utilization among maintenance personnel will undoubtedly cause more anxiety than excitement. Some do not subscribe to the idea that accurate data will make their job easier or make
them better at it. It is hard to convince most trade skill employees that a computer is anything but a pain. And
those whose job performance is sometimes in question will not warm to the idea of repair criteria broken
down into measurable categories, thus providing comparable, gradable metrics for management’s review.
And while it is true that employee repair results may underscore that further training is necessary in
some cases, in a systemized maintenance environment, the cream will still rise to the top, meaning the
top employees’ stats will be
visible and now top performance can be verified.
update your specs...

Job Description versus
Real Duties
Moving to a CMMS electronic maintenance system
(verse a more manual approach like Excel, Log Books,
etc.) only comes to mind right
after a mold breaks down several times for the same reason or a catastrophic event
occurs. Then they are quickly
previewed, bought and installed. If nothing happens on
its own, or if data doesn’t mi-
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in a flash.

unlock mold history
End the searching by conveniently
storing valuable mold information
directly on the tool:

• Store part drawings, tool drawings, and setup sheets

• Access performance history
and maintenance actions
Call 1-800-269-6653 to discuss
how the CVe Monitor can connect
you with your production tooling.

procomps.com/ cve
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raculously appear, the system is simply ignored and put into the “as soon as we have time” category.
I have been part of many discussions concerning the variety of job responsibilities that make up a normal
day for a process or tooling engineer, a mold repair supervisor and the mold repair technician working in a
typical (captive or custom) plastics manufacturing company. In many cases, there is little thought given to
how best to organize data responsibilities in a maintenance system because of the variety of tasks required to
track a mold through the run/repair cycle.
Implementing a mold tracking system in a busy plastics facility needs to be taken in incremental steps to
avoid overwhelming employees. Let’s look at what happens after the phone rings in sales:
• Scheduling determines what part needs to be made
• Someone decides what mold /configuration will be set and where to run the required parts
• Mold is set, started (hopefully) without incidents
• Mold runs with or without unscheduled downtime issues or blocked cavities
• If it is a long run, someone (hopefully) determines when/if the mold should be pulled for cleaning or repairs
to avoid premature tooling wear/damage
• Order is run; mold is stopped, pulled, and taken to the shop or a red tag area
• Mold is cleaned, repaired and returned to storage green tagged and ready to run.
With all of the different employees involved to do the above, it is easy to see why data entry responsibilities
can be a gray area that few want to voluntarily assume.
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Here is a flowchart of typical data collection points in a typical “Run/Repair” cycle of
a mold.
Collecting and using accurate
data throughout these stages can
change a reactionary environment to one where 90 percent of
downtime is scheduled, corrective and preventative actions are
clear, budgets are maintained,
molds run better and the troubleshooting skills of all your employees are continuously enhanced.
It is important to note that great
maintenance tools don’t always
come from a toolbox.
To add some fodder to the
cooler discussions, the next article will deal with breaking
down what type of data should
be collected, how it should be
used and who (based on typical
job descriptions) is best suited
for managing it during the Run/
Repair Cycle shown above.
Steve Johnson ToolingDocs LLC, and owner of MoldTrax.
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